
Complete Beginner/Intro 7-week cycle (8/13/2012-9/30/2012) 
 
WEEK 1: 
DAY 1 (8/13): Introduction to the SNATCH 
 -snatch form, Burgener warm-up, build up to heavy single snatch (filmed) 
 -assistance work: light A2A high bar back squats, weighted plank holds 
 
DAY 2 (8/15): Introduction to the CLEAN AND JERK 
 -clean and jerk form, warm up with breakdown of clean, then tall (split) jerks, worked up to 
heavy single CJ (filmed) 
 -assistance work: 3x10 (strict) pull-ups, 3x15 GHD SUs OR 3x10 V-ups 
 
DAY 3 (8/18): SNATCH DOUBLES + BACK SQUATS 
 -Burgener warm-up with bar (5 reps each: jump-shrug, shrug high-pull, OHS, snatch drop, high 
hang snatch, mid-hang snatch) 
 -snatch (light/medium) x2x5 – focus: heels, big chest, catch in squat, RESET before each lift 
(these are NOT touch-and-go) 
 -Assistance work: work up to heavy 3-rep (A2A high bar) back squat 
 -Assistance work: Sotts Press with (light) DBs x2x10 (each hand) 
 -Assistance work: abs (3x20 Russian twists with 35# KB) 
 
DAY 4 (8/19): CLEAN DOUBLES + PUSH WORK 
 -warm-up: 2x barbell complex (5 reps each: jump & shrug from hang position, tall clean, front 
squat, high hang clean, push press, push jerk, tall [split] jerk) 
 -clean + c&j (light/medium) x1x5 (clean, clean and jerk, reset before each clean – NOT touch-
and-go) 
 -Assistance work: Push Press 3x5 (increasing loads, work up to heavy 5-rep, reset rack position 
before each rep) 
 -Assistance work: Romanian Deadlift (light) 3x3 (Suggested weight: 60kg/40kg [NO ONE should 
be trying anything heavier than 80kg, these are NOT meant to be heavy) – focus: big chest, tight lats, 
stop at knees, knees slightly bent entire time, hips back on way down) 
 
WEEK 2:  
DAY 1 (8/20): SNATCH DOUBLES + BACK SQUATS 
 -Burgener warm-up with bar (5 reps each: jump-shrug, shrug high-pull, OHS, snatch drop, high 
hang snatch, mid-hang snatch) 
 -Snatch + mid-hang snatch (medium) x1x3 (work up to medium weight – with good form – of a 
snatch from the ground plus a snatch from the knees. Use that weight for 3 sets. Consider same weight 
from Saturday’s double snatch. The focus on the 2nd rep will be proper positioning at the beginning and 
pulling bar into the body). If they have wraps, use them. 
 -Assistance Work: A2A (high bar) back squat – 3rep from Saturday (or work up to heavy 3-rep if 
unknown), then -5%, -10% 
 -Assistance Work: abs 

-Special stretch: stripper stretch with bands (hold for 1 minute) 
 
DAY 2 (8/22): DOUBLE CLEAN, JERK  & FRONT SQUAT 
 -warm-up: 2x barbell complex (5 reps each: jump & shrug from hang position, tall clean, front 
squat, high hang clean, push press, push jerk, tall [split] jerk) 



 -clean + mid-hang clean + jerk x1x3 (work up to medium weight – with good form – of a clean 
from the ground, plus a clean from the knees, plus a jerk. Use that weight for 3 sets. Consider same 
weight from Sunday’s double clean [and jerk]. The focus on the 2nd rep will be proper positioning at the 
beginning and pulling bar into the body). Front leg drive on the split jerk. 
 -Front Squat 2RM (should already be pretty warmed up from the cleans) [*if you have an idea of 
your FS 1RM, try this for 2 rep*] 
 -weighted pull-ups (strict) 5x3 
 -abs! (your choice, do them in between PU sets) 
 
DAY 3 (8/25): HEAVY SNATCH 
 - Burgener warm-up with bar (5 reps each: jump-shrug, shrug high-pull, OHS, snatch drop, high 
hang snatch, mid-hang snatch) 
 -Work up to heavy single snatch with good form (no more than 3 attempts at a heavy weight) 
 -Assistance work: A2A back squat 5x5 (light/medxium weight) 
 -Assistance work: Sotts Press (light) x2x10 (10 sets of 2! Each hand) 
 
DAY 4 (8/26): HEAVY C&J 
 -warm-up: 2x barbell complex (5 reps each: jump & shrug from hang position, tall clean, front 
squat, high hang clean, push press, push jerk, tall [split] jerk) 
 -work up to heavy single clean & jerk with good form (no more than 3 attempts at a heavy 
weight) 
 -Assistance work: 3x5 (medium) barbell rows, snatch grip 
 -Assistance work: 3x5 (light) RDLs, snatch grip (suggested weight: 50kg/35kg) 
 -Assistance work: ABS (tabata weighted plank holds) 
 
WEEK 3:  
DAY 1 (8/27): SNATCH DOUBLES + BACK SQUATS 
 -Burgener warm-up with bar (5 reps each: jump-shrug, shrug high-pull, OHS, snatch drop, high 
hang snatch, mid-hang snatch) 
 -Snatch + mid-hang snatch (medium) x1x3 (work up to medium weight – with good form – of a 
snatch from the ground plus a snatch from the knees. Use that weight for 3 sets. Consider same weight 
from Saturday’s double snatch. The focus on the 2nd rep will be proper positioning at the beginning and 
pulling bar into the body). If they have wraps, use them. 
 -Assistance Work: A2A (high bar) back squat – 3rep from Saturday (or work up to heavy 3-rep if 
unknown), then -5%, -10% 
 -Assistance Work: abs (V-ups and Russian twists) 

-Assistance: band pull-aparts 
 
DAY 2 (8/29): DOUBLE CLEAN, JERK  & FRONT SQUAT 
 -warm-up: 2x barbell complex (5 reps each: jump & shrug from hang position, tall clean, front 
squat, high hang clean, push press, push jerk, tall [split] jerk) 
 -clean + hang clean + jerk  x1x3 (work up to medium weight – with good form – of a clean from 
the ground, plus a clean from the knees, plus a jerk. Use that weight for 3 sets. Consider same weight 
from Sunday’s double clean [and jerk]. The focus on the 2nd rep will be proper positioning at the 
beginning and pulling bar into the body). Front leg drive on the split jerk. 
 -Front Squat 2RM (should already be pretty warmed up from the cleans) [*if you have an idea of 
your FS 1RM, try this for 2 rep*] 
 -hand stand skill work – walks, shoulder taps, holds, wall walks…. 



 -max height box jump 
 
DAY 3 (9/1): HEAVY SNATCH 
 - Burgener warm-up with bar (5 reps each: jump-shrug, shrug high-pull, OHS, snatch drop, high 
hang snatch, mid-hang snatch) 
 -Work up to heavy single snatch with good form (no more than 3 attempts at a heavy weight) 
 -Assistance work: A2A back squat 5x5 (light/medium weight) 
 -Assistance work: Sotts Press (light) x2x10 (10 sets of 2! Each hand) 
 -Abs! 
 
DAY 4 (9/2): HEAVY C&J 
 -warm-up: 2x barbell complex (5 reps each: jump & shrug from hang position, tall clean, front 
squat, high hang clean, push press, push jerk, tall [split] jerk) 
 -work up to heavy single clean & jerk with good form (no more than 3 attempts at a heavy 
weight) 
 -Assistance work: 3x5 (medium) barbell rows, snatch grip 
 -Assistance work: 3x5 (light) RDLs, snatch grip (suggested weight: 50kg/35kg) 
 -Assistance work: Abs!  
 
Week 4 
--NO MONDAY CLASS [LABOR DAY]— 
DAY 1 (Wednesday, 9/5): 

-light 3 position Sn (mid hang, just blow knee, and ground) x 5 
 -Assistance work: PP (medium) 5x3 
 -Assistance work: FS (3x3) 
 
DAY 2 (Saturday, 9/8):  
 -light 2 position Cl (mid hang and ground) x5 
 -Assistance work: Clean Pull (heavy) 5x2 
 -Assistance work: snatch balance (medium) 5x2 
 -Assistance work: barbell pull over (light) 5x5  
 
DAY 3 (Sunday, 9/9): 
 -Jerk, heavy single from rack 
 -Assistance work: Snatch High pull (medium) 5x2 
 -Assistance work: BS (medium) 5x2 
 -Assistance work: L-hang, three attempts to failure 
 
Week 5 
DAY 1 (Monday 9/10) 
-warm-up with Burgener 
-3-pos snatch (5x1 – light/medium) 
-RDL 5x3 (suggested weights: 60/40kg) 
-BTN sn. grip push press work up to heavy triple 
-3 alternating sets of each for abs (20 Russian twists with a KB) and band pull-aparts (10 reps, yellow 
band, palms up) 
 
DAY 2 (Wednesday 9/12) 



-2-pos clean +jerk (5x1, medium) 
-Stop (back) Squat (1 sec pause at bottom – keep tight tension!) 5x3 (medium weight, will feel heavy) 
-bent over barbell rows (clean grip) – 1x3, 1@95%x3, 1@90%x3 
-abs (overhead barbell walk the length of the mat) 
 
DAY 3 (Saturday 9/15) 
-heavy single hang snatch 
-pause work (snatch grip)! – Snatch grip pause pulls: 1st pull to knees, pause, back down, then snatch 
pull. 5x3 (medium) 
-GMs 
-abs 
 
DAY 4 (Sunday 9/16) 
-heavy sing hang clean 
-5x2 clean pulls from floor (start with hang clean wt and work up to 110% of that) 
-5x3 push press (medium) 
-prowler sprints and GHD situps in rotation 
 
Week 6 
DAY 1 (Monday 9/17) 
-warm-up with Burgener 
-muscle Snatch + 2 OHS (to max MS) 
-Jerk behind neck (to heavy single) 
-hang snatch high pulls 5x3 (start at max MS weight, work up to 110%) 
-windshield wipers, three sets to failure 
 
DAY 2 (Wednesday 9/19) 
-Burgener warm-up (because why not) 
-muscle clean + 2 front squats (to max MC) 
-hovering clean riser pulls 5x3 (start at max MC weight, perform 5 working sets at 110%) 
-bent over barbell rows 5x3 
-abs  
 
DAY 3 (Saturday 9/22) 
-heavy single power snatch 
-BS 6x2 (medium to heavy)  
-heavy single snatch drop (snatch balance without dip-drive) 
-three rounds of plank holds rotated with weighted GHD back extensions (weight so that they can get 10 
good reps each round; when they’re not doing GHDs they should be in the plank…unless they’ve failed) 
 
DAY 4 (Sunday 9/23) 
-heavy single power clean & jerk 
-front squat  heavy double 
-push press 3x5 (medium) 
-weighted pull-ups 5x3 
 
Week 7  
DAY 1 (Monday 9/24) 



-warm-up with Burgener 
-3 position snatch 5x1 (medium) 
-hovering deficit snatch high pulls 5x3  
-BS heavy double 
-weighted T2B 3x10 
 
DAY 2 (Wednesday 9/26) 
-2 position clean 5x1 (medium) 
-RDLs 5x3 (light) 
-sn. grip BTN PP 5x5 (medium) 
-band pull-aparts 3x10 (half red band or purple band) 
-weighted plank holds (45#/25#) – 3 sets of 1 minute each 
 
DAY 3 (Saturday 9/29) 
-Oly Total! 
 
DAY 4 (Sunday 9/30) 
-(make-up Oly Total if missed Saturday) 
-recovery! Rowing/sled drags/heavy prowler push…. 


